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SURFACE Repository Map, 
2017
» Traditional or Conventional Publishing
» Open Access
» Multi-Media and Interdisciplinary
5
Scholarly Communications Lifecycle; 
ACRL Scholarly Communications Toolkit.
6
Scholarly Communications Lifecycle; 
ACRL Scholarly Communications Toolkit.
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Research & Data
» Eureka! Idea! 
» Define Audience, Goals, Purpose
» Run Experiments
» Create!
» Apply for Federal Grants or Funding
» Consider Next Steps:
 Budgets
 Federal Mandates for US Grants
 Life of Experiments
8
Considerations
» Literature or Systematic Reviews
 All of Library
» What grants to apply to, and how? 
» Need for public access to research? 
» Need for data management planning? 
» Assistance with research? 
 Systems- Citations Management- Finding Information-
 Licenses- Subscriptions and conduit to Open Source 
systems and Open Access Research
9
Considerations
» Format of works created from research?
» Where to submit after research phase?
» Rights and Re-use?
» Quality Assessment of publications
» Author Rights and Copyright
10
Authoring Phase Considerations
» Format of works created from research?
» Audience?
» Open Access or Traditional?
» Where to submit after research phase?
» Rights and Re-use?
» Quality Assessment of publications
» Author Rights and Copyright
11
Scholarly Communications Lifecycle; 
ACRL Scholarly Communications Toolkit.
12
Peer Review
“designed to assess the validity, 
quality and often the originality 





» Blind Peer Review
» Medical Peer Review
» Conference Proceedings and Grants
» Books and Articles
» Not for pay
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Peer Review Considerations
» Where do I want to submit my publication to?
» Is Peer Review Important?
» What Impact do I want to make?
» How quickly do I want my work published?
» Is blind or double-blind peer review 
important?




» Literature and Systematic Reviews
» Similar Works
» Quality Assurance 
» Ethical Standards
» Definitions of PR and why important 
16
Scholarly Communications Lifecycle; 
ACRL Scholarly Communications Toolkit.
17
Publication
» Library as Conduit
» Library as Publisher
18
Scholarly Communications Lifecycle; 














“Open Access (OA) literature that 
is online, digital free of charge 





» Works alongside Copyright
» Broader re-use rights
» Broader rights for authors
23
Types of Open Access
» Gold Open Access (Journals)
» Green Open Access (Repositories)
24
OA Journals
» Perform peer-review, then make 
content freely available
» Fully OA  journals (all OA)
» Hybrid journals 





» Make content available for free
» Institutional, Disciplinary 







» Inclusive of various format types:
 Preprints
 Post prints




Format types unique to each repository
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SURFACE: surface.syr.edu
» Inclusive of various format types
» Inclusive of many subject matters
» All authors affiliated with SU
» Copyright Curation
» Works with publisher policies, author rights, 
and copyright.
» Scholarly & Citation Impact
28
Scholarly Impact
“quantitative data on the impact 










“the volume and nature of 





























» VIAF - Virtual International Authority File
» ISNI - International Standard Name Identifier







» Friday, October 27th, 2:00 pm, Authors’ 
Rights
» Friday, December 1st, 11:00 am, Copyright 
and Fair Use
» Friday, February 2nd, 2:00 pm, Digital 
Humanities
» Friday, March 2nd, 11:00 am, Research Data
» Friday, April 6th, 2:00 pm, Scholarly Impact 
42
Open Access Week
Look for more events the week of 
October 23rd to 29th
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Questions?
44
